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Sphere Excitement
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Albany Road Crests $1B in Assets,
Prepares to Launch $250M Fund III
BY JOE CLEMENTS
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Horvath & Tremblay Apartment Sales Top $60M

S
Sphere Apartments, 640 Boston Ave., Medford MA

MEDFORD — Having Tufts University within walking distance was a key
demand driver encouraging construction of the Sphere
Apartments, but
developers of the
42-unit luxury midrise that opened in
Christopher Phaneuf 2017 got another
boost along the way
from approval of the
new MBTA Green
Line Extension, a
long-planned transit option that in
2021 will begin service to Boston and
Adam Dunn
Cambridge via the
continued on page 57

Broadway Residences, 8 Broadway, Somerville MA

BY JOE CLEMENTS

OMERVILLE — Laying the
groundwork to begin 2019 has
paid off for Horvath & Tremblay’s
multifamily
division
which has seen over $60 million of
closings during the spring season,
among the highlights their $12
million trade of a mixed-use
Somerville
property
with 24
apartments located around the
corner from the Sullivan Square
continued page 68

Quintet of JLL NE Retail Sales Deliver $128M

W

BY JOE CLEMENTS

ALTHAM — US retail may be
struggling on a macro level, but
2019 has recorded a fistful of early season New England
trades orchestrated by
JLL Capital Markets. A
team led by retail experts Christopher Angelone and Nathaniel T.
Heald negotiated three
Bay State closings and
two in Connecticut, with Christopher Angelone

over $128 million in total consideration
involving a variety of notable clients, the
most recent conclusion an $18 million purchase of the BJ’s Wholesale Club and service station in Franklin.
Headlining JLL’s metro Boston activity was
Grossman Cos. purchasing the Waltham Hannaford Brothers Supermarket for $18.2 million,
an off-market agreement

Nathaniel T. Heald

continued page 70
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NE Remains on Albany Road’s CRE Map

B

BY JOE CLEMENTS

OSTON — While establishing a Nashville office three years ago to serve
the southeastern US, Albany Road Real
Estate Partners President Christopher J.
Knisley stressed the homegrown firm
would continue to act locally, and that
has proven the case via continued Northeast acquisitions even as the company
simultaneously thinks globally, in 2019
opening a San Francisco office after setting up shop this past season in Dallas.
“We continue to see good opportunities (regionally), but it is certainly more
challenging to buy here than it used to
be,” Knisley observes. The firm aims
to deploy about one-third of its capital
in the Northeast where 40 percent of
the purchases have been consummated since closing last spring on its $175
million Fund II where the properties are
herded. “There is competition on just
about anything of value, and you need
to be mindful of that . . . but the Northeast is an important region for us and we
have had some nice successes,” Knisley
says. Principal Mark J. Tryder manages the Northeast portfolio that extends

Albany Road $1B
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

porter in describing the fast-track financial
feat as “an exciting milestone for all of us”
while further deeming the achievement
noteworthy “because it reinforces how
acutely in tune we are with the real estate
investment objectives of our limited partners, and shows that our mission to provide best-in-class real
estate investment management services and
results is being met.”
Putting
Albany
Road over the $1 billion
threshold was its $47.6
million purchase of The
Gail Hardy
Centerpoint Portfolio in
Arlington, TX, a quartet of first-class office
buildings totaling 412,520 sf funded through
SunTrust Bank via a five-year, $33.3-million
mortgage at an interest rate of 4.4 percent.
Cresting $1 billion in gross assets was
not the only advancement this past season

University Office Park, Waltham MA

from Portland, ME, to Rocky Hill, CT.
Recent additions to the assemblage are
a two-building medical office package in
Dartmouth and Taunton secured for $21
million through Colliers International via
the Scott Dragos/Douglas Jacoby Capital
for the firm Copley Real Estate Advisors
alum Knisley founded seven years ago with
Deerfield Academy classmate Mark McInerney plus colleagues Clark Callendar and
Steven Strandburg, the motivation being
New England’s nascent recovery from the
2008 recession they felt would present viable CRE opportunities for those with sufficient capital to nimbly pick up the “cream
of the crop” in a discounted climate.

“
”

It’s a pretty cool story.
Christopher J. Knisley
Albany Road Real Estate Partners

“We have come a long way since launching the firm,” observes Knisley, the operation run out of four offices nationally following the recent opening of an outpost in San
Francisco, the others being in Nashville and
Dallas on top of its downtown Boston nerve
center. To service the expanding footprint,

Markets team, plus Albany Road closed on
a pair of flex/industrial deals, also south of
Boston. One comprises a three-building,
276,000-sf portfolio reeled in for $14,6
million and the other is the $14.8 million
continued on page 74
Albany Road has just welcomed its 20th
employee to join inaugural hire, Gail Hardy, and “third in the door” recruit Mark J.
Tryder, today manager of the Northeast
holdings after arriving just six months into
the firm’s kickoff. Hardy
is Investment Relations
Manager and Chief Compliance Officer.
Albany Road favors
Middle Market CRE between $20 million and
$50 million, a realm the
Brandon Hoag
founders identified as
“fertile space” seen as too pricey for many
private operators and not large enough to
sate institutional appetites, thereby limiting competition and yield compression.
The strategy favors tertiary markets which
have attracted insitutional investment yet
where product can be had at a discount
to replacement cost, often sporting upside
through development plus the firm has a
seasoned asset management foundation
continued on page 65
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Albany Road
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64

honed by founders possessing over 120
years of collective experience in the CRE,
technology and venture capital realms.
“It is a formula where we have been
able to find good opportunities,” says Knisley, whose experience buying variant CRE
classes has served the broad-based program well, his retail acumen finding value in
the underwater 129,000-sf New Hamsphire
shopping center which
was ultimately harvested in July 2015 reaping
a whopping 28.3 percent
net realized total return
while the niche strategy
is credited for delivering
similarly hefty results
Kate Hoffman
across the industrial,
office and specialities
fields such as healthcare
and self-storage.
According to company analysis, investments for 2018 averaged a net 10.9 percent
cash distribution for an
Ashlin Hamilton
investor who contributed the same percentage of equity in all 39
transactions since the
firm’s inception, with
its portfolio-wide rate
since Amherst Crossing
averaging 11.6 percent.
Many of the investors
Andrew Verbinnen
are repeat contributors,
including several who have rolled proceeds
from realized deals into new purchases.
Enabling its growth beyond New England has been the Albany Road Real Estate Fund II which closed a year ago with
$175 million committed, and plans are
underway to introduce a third fund this
season (see related story Page 66) after
scooping up 10 properties for the second
initiative. Fund I was for a self-storage
investment program begun in 2012 that
ran until 2015 when it was determined an
overheated market made conditions ripe
for a sale and leading to its $39.3 million
trade of self-storage holdings in Connecticut and Massachusetts initially bought in
five transactions for a total of $27.6 million.
Albany Road has pruned its portfolio in
continued on page 66

Centerpoint Portfolio, Arlington TX

Fourth & Church, Nashville TN
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Albany Road Gearing Up for $250M Fund III
23.6%

Average net realized
IRR to date

$485

Million of equity
committed

B

OSTON — If that third time really
is the charm, Albany Road Real Estate Partners should be in good position
launching
another
targeted investment
fund once its second
initiative becomes 65
percent allocated. The
goal could be reached
before the summer
solstice thanks to acMark McInerney
tivity that has 50 percent of the $175 million raised already
dispensed, and principal Mark McInerney
says “multiple” prospects are being evaluated to see whether they pass muster

$1.0

Billion of gross
assets acquired

8.9

Million square feet
acquired

for the exacting terms of the fully discretionary Fund II that closed last spring.
“We are very pleased by the composition of the Fund and the appropriate,
disciplined pace at which we are acquiring properties,” McInerney relays to Real
Reporter, the results thus far comprised
of three assets each in its Southeast
and Southwest realms and four in the
Northeast. “Our multi-regional efforts
have paid off . . . and we have met our
product-type diversification objective as
well,” says McInerney, Albany Road having bought urban, suburban and medical office assets plus “substantial” flex/
industrial and warehouse CRE.

11.6%

Average net annual
cash distributions

Beyond the quartet of New England
additions (see related story Page 64),
Fund II properties are highlighted by
a 168,200-sf office building in Dallas
bought for $21.1 million; 105,600-sf of
flex space in San Antonio, that a seven-building package costing $14.5 million; and a three-building business park
in Nashville encompassing 361,200 sf
that took $51.3 million to reel in backed
by financing from Citizens Bank.
Another $47.6 million brought in four
Arlington, TX, office buildings known as
The Centerpoint Portfolio—that assemblage over 412,000 sf—while two North
continued on page 67

Albany Road $1B
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select instances, generally after a stabilization or value-add program whose sale is
seen delivering a better result for investors.
Besides a partial harveting this past summer of an Exeter, NH, asset, realized investments rose to six with 2018 dispositions of
Fourth & Church and the
KBS Portfolio, both in
Nashville, the former a
265,000-sf office tower in
Music City’s CBD which
was purchased five years
ago at a consideration of
$33.7 million ($127 per
Clark Callendar
sf) then traded at $165
per sf, i.e. $43.9 million,
its capitalization rate
dropping under 6 percent after the prior purchase was bought at a 7.4
percent rate. Net cashon-cash returns averaged
10.3 percent over the
Steve Strandberg
holding period, while the
total net IRR to investors was 18.3 percent.
Bought the same time as Fourth &
Church, the KBS Portfolio is a 413,000sf suburban flex/office development that
fetched $41.2 million (8 percent cap rate)
and price per sf of $100 per sf versus the

Amherst Crossing, Amherst NH

$33.3 million (9.1 percent cap rate) Albany Road had spent in spring 2014, or $81
per sf. Net IRR achieved was an impressive 19.6 percent with net cash-on-cash
returns averaging 14.9 percent.
“They have done exceptionally well,”
remarks CBRE principal Douglas Jacoby,
CRE, whose Capital Markets team he leads
with colleague Scott Dragos orchestrated
a pair of notable Albany Road investments
over the past three years, one a five-building industrial listing scattered throughout
Massachusetts, and this past autumn they
were agents on a MOB portfolio Albany

Road spent $21 million to acquire (see related story Page 64).
With prior stops at Newmark Knight
Frank, Hunneman and Colliers International before being recruited last year by
CBRE, Jacoby and Dragos have been immersed in the same evolving CRE environment as Albany Road this decade, one that
began in recovery mode and today has
emerged as one of the most sought-after
markets in the US. Jacoby credits Albany
Road for “rising above” its competition using a “disciplined” and “informed” strategy
continued on page 67
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Investment Fund
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 66

Carolina office buildings totaling 211,000
sf were purchased in Charlotte ($22.6 million) and Cary ($18.4 million). The Centerpoint closing to open up its 2019 buying
season put Albany Road above $1 billion
in gross assets attained in its seven-year
tenure (see lead story, page 1).
Basic tenets of Fund II are in line with
Albany Road’s long-standing penchant for
assets featuring consistent cash-flow, “ideally coupled with a repositioning story”
that can be secured with a 65 to 75 percent debt component. Targeted returns
are 10 to 15 percent average net cash-oncash yields with additional tax-advantage
benefits on distributions and a 15 to 18
percent average net-leveraged IRR.
Albany Road’s original investment fund
began after a program was initiated to buy
into the burgeoning self-storage sector in
the Northeast on a one-off basis. Its growth
led to formation of Fund I, the structure
intended to increase access to capital and
provide the necessary flexibility to acquire
self-storage assets regardless of scale. The
pledge fund relied on family office and high
net worth monies, sources who subscribed
$24.9 million that led to the purchase of
nine properties totaling 3,560 units total-

Albany Road $1B
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 66

to win targeted opportunities.
“Chris is a bright guy who has the institutional background, and he has been
around the market for a long time,” notes
Jacoby, adding, “I’m really not that surprised” by the rapid growth of Albany
Road’s footprint to become among the area’s most active investors and now claim
title to being a $1 billion enterprise.
“They have a good approach and are very
hands-on,” says Jacoby, a Counselor of Real
Estate (CRE) who says the key to consistent
performance and bringing IRRs towards or
above 20 percent requires a combination of
adroit due diligence and ability to close on
a deal; having the financial capacity to secure favorable leverage as needed; and enhancing am asset’s worth by identifying value-add components such as development or
increasing ancillary revenue such as parking
or leases to telecommunications companies.
“You have to be doing a lot of things

Fund II by Investment

ing 452,000 sf, one in Massachusetts and
the remainder in Connecticut.
Initial plans were to continue growing
the holdings, but Albany Road President
Christopher J. Knisley explains the firm
changed course when a flood of capital
surged into the sector, compressing capitalization rates and prompting a decision
to cash out and use gains in net operating
income to generate a return to investors
over the near term.
The shift led to Albany Road’s sale of a

portfolio that had been assembled via five
transactions totaling $27.6 million ($61 per
sf) by the end of 2015. The sale three years
ago this month brought $39.3 million ($87
per sf) and a cap rate of 5.7 percent for
holdings estimated to have been secured for
about a 7.25 percent cap rate. Average net
cash-on-cash yields anticipated to run from
10 percent to 15 percent settled in at 10.2
percent, whereas the average net leveraged
IRR soared to 36.5 percent, far above the
projected rate of 15 to 20 percent.
n

right to get near 20 percent” IRR, observes
Jacoby. “It is really impressive what they
have accomplished.”
Knisley credits a combination of Albany Road’s focused strategy that has been in
place since the outset, bringing an integrated approach in buying, leveraging and managing its holdings and keeping pace with the
expanding footprint via opening additional
offices and hiring qualified personnel, the
latter element seen as especially important
by Tryder. “We have been keenly focused
on hiring—and retaining—the best talent
in the industry to manage our assets, execute our real estate strategies and service
our high net worth and family office investors, who are the lifeblood of our company,”
relays Tryder in adding that, “Maintaining
an appropriate professional-to-asset ratio
is something we are particularly mindful of,
and ‘It’s all about our investors’ is a refrain
that each of us lives by.”
Along those lines, the firm recently
hired Brandon Hoag to oversee asset and
portfolio management for the Southeast-

ern US portfolio, he a 20-year industry
veteran who has held similar roles for
portfolios throughout the Midwest and
Southwest, most recently as a principal
with RED Development in Phoenix. Hoag
possesses a Finance Degree from Abillene
Christian University and MBA from Southern Methodist University.
Albany Road added three more employees over the past year in Kate Hoffman for
its Investor Relations group in San Francisco; Ashlin Hamilton as an Investment
Associate in the Southwest region; and in
Boston, Andrew Verbinnen has come on
board to handle portfolio analysis of the
Northeast holdings. Hoffman is a Pepperdine University alum who brings a quarter-century of management and investor
relations experience to her role; Hamilton
performed asset management and development services for a Chicago firm that
brought her to Nashville to work on a large
mixed-use project; and Verbinnen is a
Hamilton College graduate who comes to
Albany Road via Tishman Speyer.
n
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Albany Road Northeast
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64

acquisition from Grossman Cos. of 60 Maple
St. in Mansfield where 226,000 sf of warehouse was added to the mix. Berkshire Bank
provided financing in all of the industrial
and MOB transactions.
Albany Road engaged Liberty Bank for
$36.5 million to buy University Office Park
in Waltham, a premiere business address
overlooking Route 128. The first-class
complex featuring its own commuter rail
stop connecting to Boston’s North Station
traded at $47.5 million—$160 per sf—for
the asset totaling a hair under 300,000 sf.
JLL Capital Markets, led by Managing Director Frank F. Petz, was exclusive agent
on that December 2018 agreement advising the seller a private trust affiliated with
neighboring Brandeis University, that academic institution inspiration for the asset’s
name.
As Real Reporter outlined following the
purchase of 2 and 3 University Office Park,
the property possesses a lengthy level of
lease term among 21 tenants that had an
average 5.2 years remaining as of the deal
closing, while its two top denizens who
occupy 41 percent of the footprint average 8.2 years left. JLL Senior VP Matthew
Sherry and Associate Thomas Ragno also
aided in the marketing campaign.
The Southeast MA MOB holdings encompass 45,475 sf of first-class space
leased to Claris Vision on a long-term,
triple-net basis. Dartmouth’s entry is at
51 State Rd., joined by 64 Winthrop St. in
Taunton some 20 miles to the north. Marketing materials describe the occupant
as southern New England’s leading eye
care provider and maintains that “significant in-place infrastructure” and mission
critical locations “ensure a high likelihood
of renewal” from the occupant while the
credit tenancy delivers “durable longterm cash flow” for a firm active in one of
healthcare’s fastest growing sectors.
The larger and older of the properties
is 51 State Rd. (aka Route 6) which dates
to 1986 and contains 38,125 sf leased for
another 10 years, the same length remaining at the 7,350-sf Taunton structure that
turned 30 this year. The building has inplace rents just over $19 per sf, whereas
51 State Rd. has a rent of $20 per sf; both
structures were renovated in 2014 and were
further touted for accessible locations,

60 Maple St., Mansfield MA

64 Winthrop St., Taunton MA

with 51 State Rd. set on 1.1 acres whereas
64 Wintrhop St. is perched on Route 44 just
outside the downtown district.

“

The Northeast is an important
market for us and we have
had some nice successes.

”

Christopher J. Knisley,
Albany Road President

The listing brokers, now operating at
CBRE, also had Anthony Hayes, Timothy
Mulhall and Daniel Hiines participating in
the process.
Albany Road took down the Mansfield
asset in the final days of 2018 with $10.9
million of five-year financing from Berkshire Bank and in return gets an enduring

facility dating to 1968 that was renovated
mid-decade. It is located just off Interstates 95 and 495 adjacent to the Cabot
Industrial Park. Features include clear
heights to 21 feet and 6,000 sf of office
fitout plus 186 parking spaces on the 14.8acre lot. It was also touted for heavy power capacity, “excellent loading” infrastructure of 20 tailboard slots and a half-dozen
drive-in doors. There is also an ability to
subdivide the one-time Smurfit Stone facility that is rail-served by CSX.
At the time of its transfer, 60 Maple St.
was 97 percent leased to five tenants bearing 3.8 years average term left on leases
estimated to be 12 percent below average rent-wise, “providing a mark-to-market opportunity” for what Albany Road
describes as “a well-located, high-quality
industrial asset” poised to benefit from
“tightening supply and improving fundamentals.”
continued on page 75
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Albany Road Northeast
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At $65 per sf, the price of admission was
17 percent below replacement cost ($90
per sf) and the trade sported a capitalization rate of 7.5 percent, a favorable figure
versus a recent Cushman & Wakefield survey that pegged the area’s cap rate on similar sales between 5.8 percent to 7.6 percent. Buying at a good basis affords many
benefits, Knisley explains, including being
able to compete against newer inventory
and weathering market downturns.
Even in making Albany Road pleased
by the basis spent on 60 Maple St., its
seller, an affiliate of the Grossman Cos. of
Quincy still managed to double the $7.05
million spent on 60 Maple St. six years ago
next month.
Also at 97 percent occupancy when secured was the trio of southern Massachusett industrial buildings located in Attleboro, New Bedford and Seekonk. All are in
popular business parks where the average
occupancy is less than 1 percent while the
broader I-495 industrial submarket stands
at only 7.3 percent fallow.
Berkshire Bank had another five-year
loan to facilitate Albany Road’s acquisition
of 20 Townsend Rd. in Attleboro, 55 Samuel Barnet Blvd. in New Bedford and 45
Vineyard Rd. in Seekonk, the latter property adjacent to Route 152. The New Bed-

Barkan Recruit
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

“I am thrilled to add Russ to our team,”
says President and CEO William DiSchino
in a press release announcing the hire,
calling Johnson a key part of the firm’s
strategy “as we grow in numbers and continue to expand our portfolio throughout
New England and the (Washington DC)
region.”
Johnson brings over a quarter-century of professional management services
to Barkan, most recently serving as Vice
President and regional director at Norwood-based HallKeen Management where
he juggled 45 apartment communities in
the same markets where Barkan is concentrated. “I am very excited to be working with Barkan,” Johnson says in the re-

51 State Rd., Dartmouth MA

ford piece has quick access to Route 140
and is within five miles of I-195, whereas
20 Townsend Rd. is right off I-95 and under five miles from I-295. In analyzing the
prospects, Albany Road pegged the assets
at 43 percent of replacement cost and indicate it reflects a cap rate of 8.6 percent.
The purchase also put the Northeast inventory of industrial product above one
million sf and 2.8 million sf portfolio-wide.
Given pedigree of the buildings, the
three assets do command an average rent
77 cents above the five-year market average of $5.27 per sf, but data on recent
gains shows “downward pressure on vacancy rates while rental rates have expe-

rienced moderate growth,” promotional
information outlines. There is 21,000 sf
of rollover for 2021, 20,525 sf the following year and 16,275 sf in 2023. All 65,000
sf at 55 Samuel Barnet Blvd. is leased to
Motion Industries until 2026 and 10 years
from now 118,100 sf at 45 Vineyard Rd.
reaches term.
Boston Warehouse Trading Corp. is
the company with the longest commitment, the Norwood-based firm leases all of
45 Vineyard Rd. Leading occupants at 20
Townsend Rd. are Amarr Co., Axiom Wire
& Cable, Gym Source Northeast Ltd., New
England Ultracare and USIG Boston Inc. Its
93,775 sf is at 92 percent occupancy.
n

lease while adding that he looks forward
“to bringing my consistent leadership
and supportive mentoring style to an outstanding and dedicated group of professionals.”
n

CNL Commercial Real Estate as Director Acquisitions in the Florida firm’s development
and investment divisions. Willett also served
as Regional Director of Acquisitions and
Vice President with New Boston Fund in a
career now eclipsing 20 years which began
as an investment banker focusing on Capital
Markets mergers and acquisitions for the financial, real estate and services industries.
The group founded a quarter-century
ago by Doherty and Kelly has been involved in numerous projects of note, most
recently ownership of the former Ritz
Carlton Hotel in Boston’s Back Bay along
with New England Development, Highgate
and Rockpoint Group bought in 2016 for
$125 million and sold this past year for
$196 million to Iconiq Capital. Further details of its expanded acquisitions platform
were not divulged.
n

David Willett Hire
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Land Insitute, all by way of Williams College. Doherty cites Willett’s “passion for
sourcing and structuring complex, value-add real estate investment opportunities” as qualities expected to help Eastern
take on a new decade of opportunities.
Willett had been serving as Senior Director in the Investment Group at American
Realty Advisors where he was responsible
for all transaction activities in the Northeast
and Southeast regions, that after a post with
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